
PROFESSIONAL RESUME

GIUSEPPE BAVUSO (1959)  is  an  architect  and  a  designer.  The 
rigor of his minimalist sign merges in his projects with a strong focus 
on  technical  research  and  with  great  expertise  in  the  use  of 
innovative  materials.  He lives  and works  in  Seregno,  near  Milan, 
Italy. As a young designer, he worked for an international company, 
specializing in the concept and realization of work in various fields 
ranging from architecture to interiors of contract spaces as well as 
trains and wagons-lit. He opens his product design studio in 1986 
and since then he works as a designer and a consultant for clients 
active in the furniture and in the bio-medical sectors.

In 1990, he obtains the first prize in the International Design Award 
competition in Köln, Germany, with his PickUp upholstered sofa for 
Brunati.

In 1994, his sliding doors system Siparium is awarded the first prize 
of the Young & Design award in Milan.
 
In 2000, he is awarded the first prize of “KBB Review New Year’s 
Honor-List  For 2000” with his bookshelf and wardrobe system Zenit 
for Rimadesio.

In 2005 he is selected by the Design Index for the Compasso d’Oro 
award upon presentation of his Graphis system for Rimadesio while 
in 2008 his interior  door Vela (Rimadesio)  is selected for  the 21st 

edition of the Compasso d’Oro.

He  works  for  several  furniture  companies  in  Italy  and  abroad  as 
designer and art director, dealing with product development from the 
concept phase throughout to production and visual communications.
He  also  merges  his  expertise  in  design,  communication  and 
marketing in his work as a booth designer and in the development of 
exhibition spaces and showrooms.

Throughout his professional career, he has worked for:

A B C  LIFE – ACAM – ALIVAR – BERNINI  – BRUNATI – 

DADA  –  MINOTTI  –  KOH-I-NOOR   –  POLIFORM  – 
RIMADESIO 
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